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For Personal Mastery
A new online neuroscience-based life navigation system to achieve...
breakthrough insights and practical application tools for dramatically improved relationships, communication rapport,
career success, performance and productivity boosts, accelerated learning and less stress.

One System for Overall Success
Your brain strengths influence how you approach life, why you
think the way you do, the careers you choose, how you learn
best, why you instantly feel in rapport with some people and not
others, and how your creative process works. Working and
performing with the way your brain works instead of against
the way it works is your pathway to enhanced potential and
fulfillment.

Brain PathWays™ is the system you need to
discover and leverage your unique brain
strengths. Follow your brain pathways on a
journey of self-discovery for breakthrough
insights. Then, align with how your brain is wired
for overall enhanced potential and fulfillment of
your goals and dreams.
Knowing how your unique brain is wired to work
for you is the most important thing to know about
yourself. When you understand which senses
your brain prefers and how it prefers to process
information, you're prepared to apply that
knowledge to experience fulfillment and success.
Doesn’t it make sense that when your work
matches your strengths, you excel? Performing
work that does not engage your brain strengths is
more difficult, frustrating, stressful and less
productive, not to mention, no fun at all.
Every aspect of your life can benefit from
applying this knowledge. Communications are
improved for more fulfilling and productive
relationships, learning is accelerated and
performance is at an all time high. Stress and
fear are managed, reduced or eliminated
altogether. Finally, a practical neuroscience
solution is available to help you successfully
navigate life and live your dreams.
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Use Brain PathWays™ for breakthrough insights and practical
neuroscience applications to…
 Enhance how you work, learn, think and remember
 Boost productivity and improve problem solving
 Communicate to build better rapport and relationships
 Match your brain strengths with your perfect job or career
 Unleash creativity
 Avoid the hidden dangers of your "blind spots"
 Reduce fear and stress to get more enjoyment from life

Neuroscience Tools & Techniques
Brain PathWays™ is a powerful online neuroscience system to
discover your sensory and cognitive pathway strengths, but it
doesn't stop there. This system teaches you how to apply and
leverage that knowledge to align your unique strengths with life
activities for the best possible outcomes.
After taking a quick, statistically validated online survey, you
have instant access to your custom report.
14-page Individualized Custom Report Features
 Comprehensive data and personal recommendations
 Match your strengths to your best jobs and careers
 Fun exercises to strengthen your pathways
 How to create the best environment for particular tasks
 Prevention of most likely job accidents and mistakes
 Strategies to increase your productivity by 25% to 50%
 Tools to increase learning by 25% to 60%
 Powerful methods to be more creative
 How to enhance communication with everyone
 Quick stress relief exercises to keep you moving

To experience BrainPath Ways™, contact:
Roz Woody
PStrada LLC
4033 Central Street
Kansas City MO 64111
816-256-4609
roz@pstrada.com
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